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My background:

Secondary school Maths teacher at NZ 
International College.

2005 - completed a part time Certificate in Home 
Garden Design through Unitec. 

2008 – awarded a NZ Science , Maths and 
Technology Teacher Fellowship 

The Mathematics of Garden Design



Objectives include:

To investigate and report on the role of 
mathematical concepts in the design of  gardens. 

To investigate and report on the mathematics skills 
and understanding required by students studying 
Garden Design courses at Unitec.



Some experiences:

Looked for course content that included 
mathematical methods.
watched lecturers’ presentation of mathematical 
information or methods that were mathematically 
based.
Observed student responses.



3 main areas I’ve considered:



What maths do students already 
know:

Two broad categories :
o Students studying directly after or soon after 

leaving school
o mature students, many of whom may not have 

been in formal study for some time.



Who decides?
o lecturers or programme head?
o learning support staff with numeracy

background?
o both in partnership?

What maths do they need to know:



What maths do they need to know:

Learning Progression for Adult Numeracy
framework  :
o Making sense of Number
o Reasoning statistically
o Measure and Interpret Space and Shape

(Learning Progressions for Adult Numeracy – Tertiary 
Education Commission,  2008)



What maths do they need to know?

Working with number :
o ideally students should have moved along the full 

continuum of this strand of the Learning Progressions
o methods of performing the 4 operations
o ability to converse in number  (percentages, fractions, 

ratios, proportions etc)
o place values and metric conversions
o decisions about levels of accuracy
o working with rates and calculating costs
o using formulae



What maths do they need to know?

Reasoning statistically:
o analysing data
o interpreting Data



Measurement and Interpreting Space and 
Shape (length, area and volume)

ideally students should have moved along the full 
continuum of this strand of the Learning Progressions
working with scales
concept of gradient (rate of slope, percent of slope, 
degree of slope), contour lines
angular measurements  - both on plan and on site
2-D and 3-D representations
bulking factors for soil
calculating cut and fill amounts

What maths do they need to know?



Measurement and Interpreting Space and 
Shape (length, area and volume)

creating geometric shapes on site
how to lay out a right angle
working with levels and instruments used in doing so
estimation, working with units (including , making 
accurate site measurements and calculations, 
working with instruments)

What maths do they need to know?



Methods for success:



Some questions:



Some questions:


